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Sifting for Gold in Loose Change . . . 
 

1) The Gold Nuggets 
Strong evidence � irrefutable inside job 

 
• �WTC7 fell straight down, into a convenient little pile, in 6 seconds.� 
• �The Twin Towers came down in nearly free fall speed.� 
• �The [WTC] remains [were shipped] off to recycling yards overseas before 

investigators could even examine them.� 
• �And is it merely coincidence that the Pentagon was hit in the only section that 

was recently being reinforced to withstand that very same kind of attack?� 
• �So four different black boxes, made from the most resiliant materials known to 

man, were destroyed.� 
• �And for some reason, the last three minutes of the [Ft 93] tape was 

unaccounted for. The FBI had no explanation for the discrepancy.� 
• �Newsweek reports that a number of top Pentagon brass cancel their flight 

plans for the next morning.� 
• �On September 11th, 2001, NORAD is in the middle of a number of [up to 5] 

military exercises . . . leaving 14 fighter jets to protect the entire US.� 
• �It was a psychological attack on the American People, and it was pulled off 

with military precision.� 
 
 

2) The Fool�s Gold 
Pseudo evidence � distracting and discrediting the 9/11 
truth movement: pods, missiles, drones . . . 

  
• �It would seem that an entire plane disappeared upon impact.� [Answer � Many 

many documented plane crash sites leave virtually no debris.] 
• �So what could blow a 16 foot hole in the outer ring of the Pentagon? . . . A 

cruise missile.� [Answer � Wrong.  A Boeing 757 could.] 
• �Why is the damage to the Pentagon completely inconsistent with a Boeing 

757?� [Answer - It�s not, the first floor hole is over 90� wide.] 
• �So if Flight 93 didn�t go down in Shanksville, then where?  You ready for this? 

Cleveland.�  [Answer � Flt 93 was most likely shot down.] 
• �Flight 93 passengers were taken to an empty NASA research center.� [This is 

pure speculation mixed with information from a real flight which landed, Delta 1989.] 
• �If different planes were used, what happened to the original ones?� [Answer- 

There is no evidence that anything but the real planes were used in any the attacks.] 
• �None of those calls [from the flights] could have possibly taken place.� 

[Answer � there is no clear evidence for the calls being fake or impossible.]  
• �So what happened in the North Tower? Ask Willie Rodriguez. . . . explosions 

coming from the basement . . .� [Answer � muddling evidence - there were 
explosions in the basement and lobby, but the towers collapsed from the top down.] 


